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Abstract

(METAL), analyzes messages to identify task-related content and extracts task parameters. The Email Classifier
treats task identification as a text classification problem
and uses a regularized logistic regression algorithm to determine whether an email contains zero, one, or more of
eight known task types (Yang et al. 2005). Additionally, an
NLP pipeline of annotators attempt to extract task-relevant
parameters from the email text, many using the trainable
MinorThird system (Cohen 2004). The Task Manager provides services for defining tasks, specifying intra-task dependencies, instantiating tasks, managing task execution
status, and recording user actions and task results. The Action1 List displays the existing tasks in a task-centric to-do
style interface. For email-derived tasks, the Action List
displays both the task details and the source email, which
allows the user to check and, if necessary, correct any errors made by METAL components. The user can also easily create tasks that the Email Classifier missed.
The second set of components, Multi-task Coordination
Assistance (MCA), provides learning-enabled task management support to the user. The Task Prioritizer suggests
an ordering for performing tasks based upon observations
of the order in which experts perform similar tasks. As
time progresses the Task Prioritizer updates the suggested
ordering to reflect time-dependent factors. The Attention
Manager takes a more assertive role by alerting the user
when high-priority tasks have not been completed, based
upon an analysis of user tolerance for interruptive reminders (Smailagic et al. 2007). The Task Shedding Advisor,
currently under development, computes what tasks to drop
when the expected workload is projected to exceed the
available time. The results of both the Task Prioritizer and
Task Shedding Advisor will be combined to form a highquality schedule that minimizes costs of non-completed
tasks due to time constraints.
The third set of components are Powertools, each an
application program for carrying out a particular kind of
task as might appear on the Action List. Powertools incorporate learning-enabled assistive capabilities that make use
of METAL-supplied information to determine situationally
correct assistance. The Virtual Information Officer (VIO)
Powertool assists with information retrieval and update
tasks that occur when human assistants are asked to lookup
or update data contained within an information system

Email clients were not designed to serve as a task management tools, but a high volume of task-relevant information
in email leads many people to use email clients for this purpose. Such usage aggravates a user’s experience of email
overload and reduces productivity. Prior research systems
have sought to address this problem by experimentally adding task management capabilities to email client software.
RADAR (Reflective Agents with Distributed Adaptive Reasoning) takes a different approach in which a software agent
acts like a trusted human assistant. Many RADAR components employ machine learning to improve their performance. Human participant studies showed a clear impact of
learning on user performance metrics.

Introduction
Email clients are not typically designed to help people
track and manage tasks, even though they serve as critical
conduits for task-relevant information. This has been
shown to be an important contributor to email overload
with negative impact on work performance (Dabbish and
Kraut 2006). Research systems, such as TaskMaster
(Bellotti et al. 2003; Bellotti et al. 2005), have experimented with incorporating task management capabilities
into email clients, producing hybrid applications with both
message-centric and task-centric views. The RADAR system takes an alternative approach in which email and task
management functions are kept separate, but are coordinated by a personalized software assistant with capabilities
and roles modeled on those of a trusted human assistant.
RADAR components identify tasks contained within
email messages and provide task management assistance,
such as prioritization advice and neglected task warnings.
Once a user is ready to carry out a task, RADAR also provides substantial task execution assistance. Most system
components learn to improve their provided assistance by
watching the user, a capability that is especially useful for
exploiting learning from expert users to help novices.

System Overview
The RADAR system consists of three sets of components.
The first set of components, MEssage-TAsk Linking
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Usability testing revealed that the term action is more understandable to
users than task, so the former term is used throughout the user interface
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(Zimmerman et al. 2007). Processing a request typically
involves reading the email and then locating, completing,
and submitting a form corresponding to the expressed intent. VIO uses machine learning algorithms to suggest the
appropriate form and fill in its fields. The SpaceTime
Planner (STP) and the CMRadar Powertools are used to
schedule complex events (such as a conference). STP incorporates a new optimization algorithm designed for
mixed-initiative allocation with uncertainty (Fink et al.
2006). CMRadar learns regularities in the environment,
such as the likelihood of success in seeking new resources,
that suggest ways to relax STP planning problems and
thereby produce better solutions (Oh and Smith 2004). The
Briefing Assistant Powertool assists users in authoring
status reports that summarize what has and has not yet
been accomplished (Kumar et al. 2007).

Conclusion
The RADAR system represents a new approach to handling email overload: a trusted human assistant that aids a
user with both task management and task execution.
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